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This document belongs to a small collection stored in the Ashmolean Library, Oxford, but belonging to
the Egypt Exploration Society, a collection from which the papyri published in P.Herm. also came. It is
interesting for the occurrence of the rare word énnvnokãpiton (2), which, like other words of similar
formation, e.g. oﬁnÒkreon, !itÒkriyon, denotes a combination of categories inside some overriding
general group, in this case the combination of the annonae and capita, the personal ration and the fodder
ration, which made up the elements of the stipend of the late Roman army and civil service. Both are
here commuted to money. Still more interesting is the illustration of the activity of the actuarius, the
official responsible for the issue of stipends, in making an advance on the guarantee of the stipend still
to come. This behaviour of the actuarii was known, chiefly from the law of Anastasius which regulated
it, see A.H.M. Jones, The Later Roman Empire i 674, ii 1278 n. 156, referring to CJ XII 37.16. The
actuarius addressed is the same as one who appears in P.Herm. 70, unfortunately undated. The other
party is an otherwise unknown person, Flavius Menas son of Phoebammon, who was evidently either a
soldier, possibly one of the equites Mauri scutarii stationed at Hermopolis, cf. P.Oxy. LXIII 4381.
3-4 n., or a member of the militia officialis.
The writing, a sloping broadly-spaced Byzantine official cursive, suits a date in the late fifth or sixth
century. The use of the minus carats system for the amount of the payment suggests a date after AD
444, see K. Maresch, Nomisma und Nomismatia 159. The low rate of the deduction may favour one
before AD 498, see op. cit. 78.
The document is written across the fibres of the recto of a roll, in other words transversa charta, see
E.G. Turner, The Terms Recto and Verso (Pap. Brux. 16) 26-53. This is proved by the presence of a
sheet-join running through line 2, overlapping upwards, indicating that the present left edge was the top
of the roll as viewed in the classical position. The surface was damaged before the piece cut from the
roll was used for this document, which has led in places to second attempts at writing letters, e.g. the
second omega of énnvn«n (5), to strokes made on the lower layer of papyrus, e.g. the iota of
F[o]ibãmm(vno!) (7), and to unexpected spaces, e.g. between …! and prÒk(eitai) in 8.
The subscription appears to be in the same hand as the document. At the lower right, looking very
different, there is a short scrawl which has not been read. It might be shorthand or contain elements of
shorthand. On the back there are more traces of ink, very much abraded, some of which look like a
single-line endorsement and others which seem not to be writing.
Tafel I

| kur¤ƒ` m`ou édelf(“) ÑErme¤nƒ` é`ktouar(¤ƒ) Fl(ãouÛo!) M`hnç! Foibã`[mmv](no!).

5

§dejã`m`hn p`[a]rå !oË épÚ t«n énnvnokap¤to`u mou, diå May¤a! zug¨¨¨¨`
¨¨¨`[¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨` Filad°lfou, ka‹ êlla fa`ner«n kerat¤vn xru!oË [n]o`mi¨`!m`[ãtia
p°nte parå kerãtia •ptã, g¤(netai) xr(u!oË) no(mi!mãtia) e p(arå) ker(ãtia) z`, ka‹ taËta
•to¤mv!
¶`x`[v log¤!a]!`[ya]¤` !oi épÚ t«n §m«n énnvn«n ka‹ kap¤tvn lÒg`o`u
gigno`m`°`n`o`u` k`a`‹` prÚ! !Øn é!fãleian pe[po¤]hm°` !oi to`Ë`t`[o] t`Ú §ntãgion
§`f`' [Ípog]r`a`f∞!` [mou] …! prÒk(eitai). Fl[(ãouÛo!)] Mhnç! F[o]ibãmm(vno!) !umfv`n`e`›` moi¨`
tÚ §ntãgi(on)
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t«n nomi!mat¤vn p°nte parå ker(ãtia) •ptå …! prÒk(eitai). §grãfh Mexe‹r id, y
ﬁnd(ikt¤vno!).
(line 9 is blank at the beginning and has at the end a brief and very rapid annotation, possibly
shorthand)
Back: traces of one line along the fibres of the verso, with some strokes, probably accidental,
below to the left.
1 adelf/ ; l. ÑErm¤nƒ; aktouar/, fl/ , foiba[mm]/?, cf. 7 2 l. May¤ou
7 prok//, fl[/?], cf. 1, foibamm/, entagi/
8 ker/, prok//, ind//

o

4 gi/xr/n, p/ker/

6 l. pepo¤hmai

‘To my lord brother Herminus, actuarius, Flavius Menas son of Phoebammon.’
‘I received from you out of my items of annonocapitum, through Mathias, weighmaster(?), son (?)
of Philadelphus, in certain sums in carats, yet another five solidi less seven carats of gold, total gold sol.
5, less car. 7, and these I am ready to credit to you from my annonae and capita as the account is made
up, and for your security I have made you this voucher above my subscription, as aforesaid. Flavius
Menas son of Phoebammon: the voucher for the five solidi less seven carats satisfies me as aforesaid.
Written on Mecheir 14th of the 9th indiction.’
(Undeciphered annotation and endorsement).

1
2

é`ktouar(¤ƒ). See introd., and A. Syrcou, Archiv 42(1996)87-8.
épÚ t«n énnvnokap¤to`u mou. Presumably t«n is not a mistake for toË and so tå énnvnokap¤tou means the items or
elements of his combined stipend, made up of the personal ration and the animal fodder ration or their equivalent in
money.
For the rare word énnvnokãpiton see I.-M. Cervenka-Ehrenstrasser, J. Diethart, Lexikon der lateinischen Lehnwörter etc. i (Alpha) 83-4, citing especially J. Gascou, in Hommes et richesses dans l’empire byzantine, Tome i (IV-VII
siècle) 293 and n. 66. Gascou refers first to the Latin form annonocapitum found in the accounting of the papal estates
of Italy in the seventh century as recorded in the Liber Pontificalis2 (ed. L. Duchesne) i 366, 369, going on to suggest
tentatively that what was given in the form ]ono (sc. ˆnv<n>) kãpita ≤mö`Çn (sc. ≤m«n) in P.Lond. V 1889 v. 3 should be
interpreted as énn]onokãpita ≤mo`
Ç n (l. énnvnokãpita ≤m«n). The papyrus is assigned to the sixth century and has
frequent confusions of omicron and omega. Subsequently F. Mitthof contributed to the Lexikon d. lat. Lehnwörter loc.
cit. the suggestion that in Stud. Pap. XX 231.23 (VI-VII) pi(ttãkion) a énn(≈nh!) k(ã)p(ita) should be reinterpreted as
pi(ttãkion) a (= •nÚ!) énn(vno)k(a)p(¤tou), ‘voucher for 1 annonocapitum’.
The present text appears to be the first to corroborate these interpretations by presenting the Greek word in an
incontrovertible full form.
diå May¤a! (l. May¤ou). The same intermediary may appear in P.Herm. 79.5 ] F`laou˝ƒ ÑErm¤nƒ ÉA!klhpi¨`[ãdou] ¨¨¨`¨¨¨`a`may`i¨`o`u`, since the note there suggests diå May¤ou. That Herminus may also possibly be the same as our
actuarius. Since P.Herm. 79 is dated to AD 500, see BL V 46, that would offer a possibility of assigning a date to our
receipt. Mecheir 14 of the nearest ninth indiction, see line 8, would be the equivalent of 8 February 501, while 8
February 486 or 9 February 516 might also be possibilities. The low rate of the parå kerãtia, car. 1.4 per sol., see 4,
8, may favour a date before 498, see K. Maresch, Nomisma und Nomismatia 78.
2-3 It seems clear that Mathias was here described as a zugo!tãth!, cf. P.Oxy. LXIII 4395.26-7 n., but it is not clear
whether the trace at the end of line 2 is the omicron of this word or a mark of abbreviation. The traces at the beginning
of line 3 are very scanty, but they do not seem compatible simply with -!tãtou uﬂoË, or with the nominatives which are
perhaps allowed by the incorrect case of May¤a!. Nevertheless it seems more likely that Filad°lfou is a personal
name, e.g. a patronymic, in this context than that it is an unknown place name.
3
fa`ner«n kerat¤vn. This combination is traceable only in P.Iand. II 20.8-9 §pei]dØ xrev!toËmai fanerå kerãtia
ÉA`l`(ejandre¤a!) xr(u!oË) *i *e ﬁnd(ikt¤vno!). The meaning is not clear and the photograph (Tab. VI) is not really clear
enough to give certainty about the text after kerãtia. We may compare fanerå xr°a (M.Chr. 71.3), fanerÚn k°rma
(P.Col. VIII 242.4), and fanerå xru!¤ou po!Òth! (P.Oxy. XVI 1876.4, PSI VIII 872.6), cf. WB s.v. fanerÒ! (3) and
LSJ s.v. III, where it is glossed with indefinite ti!. It is not really obvious what it means to say that five solidi minus
seven carats have been received ‘in certain sums in carats’, and probably this phrase does not truly reflect the meaning,
but the minus carat system itself implies payment in the subsidiary coinage rather than gold, in spite of the fact that a
carat is a measure of gold weight and not a coin, and payment in base metal may be all that is involved here.
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4
Cf. introd. para. 2 and 2n. para. 4 on the low rate of the carat deduction and its implication for the date.
4-6 Cf. BGU XII 2184.4 ka‹ •to¤mv! ¶xv taËtã !oi log¤!a!yai lÒgou gignom°n[ou]. That document is a sixth century
receipt for rent from Hermopolis; it identifies itself as an §ntãkion, i.e. §ntãgion (3), see next note.
6
§ntãgion, cf. 7. In C.Just. XII 37.16.2 documents drawn up between actuarii and their customers are called pittacia.
The two words were often used as synonyms in the papyri, see P.Oxy. LVIII 3958.25-6 n.
8
On the date see above 2n. para. 4.
9 It is impossible to say what this scrawl was. We might look for the subscription of an amanuensis, because the
recipient’s subscription is in the same hand as the body of the document, but the standard formulas for that should be
recognizable. If it is not the subscription of an amanuensis, then apart from this line all the writing is presumably in the
hand of Flavius Menas himself.
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